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Sight in your Salt Spreaders
 Maintain public safety-Priority 1
 Flat to declining budgets require improved
efficiency
 Public Expectation remains unchanged
 Salt pricing continues to escalate
 The public sees waste
 Environmental concerns require careful application.

How much is lost “Off Target”
 1970s MDOT Study indicated that bounce and
scatter could be reduced by 25% if salt is Prewetted.
 A Danish Study stated that 34% of applied salt
was lost at application.
Another 20-30% lost through traffic

50-60% of original applied materials are lost (wasted).

How to throw $57,000 down the
drain
Lost materials translated to $$
 Salt $50.00
 300 #/Lane Mile (L.M.)
 400 L.M. serviced per event
 Serviced 38 times/season
 50% loss of materials
$57,000 lost from your budget-no benefits
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Before we consider
“Target Practice”
Properly Calibrated Equipment is
Essential
 Just 10% off can mean HUGE waste of
materials

Excellent sources for Information
Salt Institute
www.saltinstitute.org/content/download/4343/23606

Clear Roads
www.clearroads.org

Paul Brown, Massachusetts DOT video
www.youtube.com/watch?v=kzTIOG3MxNw

Pre-wet is a Good Bet
But how wet should it be?

Traditional Pre-wet-6-10 Gallons/ton
500#/L.M. and 10 gallons/ton=A shot glass/100 square
feet. Try putting a shot glass evenly across a 10 x 10 area!

So what about 60-80 Gallons/ton?
Even at 60-80 Gallons/ton, using straight salt brine and
traveling 35 MPH, significant salt was still bouncing off the
road. How much “Gorilla Glue” would you have to put
around a ½ salt nugget to get it to stick?
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Application Testing Grid-Holton,
Netherlands
Apparently, spreaders sold in Europe require certification
verifying that a specific gram/square meter be applied over
all lane surfaces.

Materials Application Grid (M.A.G)
American Style
 First demonstrated for Minnesota DOT-2008
 Minnesota DOT modified grid and created
video
 MnDOT highlights the grid as a Best Practice

Hitting the Target:
The Materials Application Grid
 Functions that help you better target
applications
 Determine precisely where your materials
end up. See how much material is lost to
non-intended targets using existing or
modified equipment.
 Field verify spreader calibration.
 Evaluate regular ASTM Grade Salt at various
application rates---with and without liquids.
 Have operators work outside their prescribed
rates of application, operating speed, spinner
speeds, auger speeds, gate openings, blast
button, etc. as a training tool. You’ll think of
others!
 Test the use of salt brine with your organic
additive to evaluate the adherence properties
of this material. How do organic additives
reduce bounce and scatter?
 Compare and contrast other spreading
vehicles in your fleet.
 Check material residuals after events or
through loss due to traffic.
 Evaluate multiple lane applications.
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Other potential uses for the M.A.G.
 Evaluate different gradations of salt/abrasives
 Evaluate abrasives-Application rates/with
liquids
 Spot check salt granules for liquid coverage
using pre-wet systems. You should consider
using a dye in your liquids to help determine
coverage.
 Observe and record outcomes during
different storm events using different
practices.
 Fine tune direct application of liquids using
different application rates and/or application
methods.
 Create a new event at your local Snow
Rodeos—Target Practice with real materials!

Thanks for Keeping our Roads Safe!

Contact Information
Mark Cornwell
Sustainable Salting Solutions, LLC
Holly, Michigan

Phone: 248/895-2888
Email: SustainableSaltingSolutions@gmail.com
Website: www.sustainablesaltingsolutions.com
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